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THE WOW

Brett Groves
Owner/Creative Director
The Wow Factor

There is nothing more 
satisfying than growing 
with your clients both 
professionally and 
personally.

When I started in the industry back in the nineties, more 
often than not, every time I’d ask a client what they were 
looking for, the answer would be “The Wow Factor”... 
Fast forward to when l started my own company - it 
made sense that the business name should be what all 
my new clients would want… THE WOW FACTOR.

But you can’t call yourself The WOW Factor and not 
deliver on the name. Our employee and supplier ethos 
is to always think outside the box, never answer no - 
instead answer with a let me think and find a solution. 
We don’t want to deliver the same-same but different 
design solutions and outcomes, our aim is to get a WOW 
with every design concept and end product.
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The Wow Factor, 
design and produce 
temporary/permanent 
displays and fit-outs 
nationally. 

Our in-house Design and Project Management teams, 
create and deliver considered custom fabrications, 
graphics, furnishings, floral, lighting, electrical, rigging, 
props, catering, storage, freight, logistics.

Our trusted professional Photo/Videographers 
produce stills and film for corporate identity, website, 
PR, social media and advertising. Engaged by CEO’s, 
government officials and corporates we capture 
projects nationally.

THE WHO
TWF
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Vision MissionValues
To deliver projects with passion 
using the creative thinking skills of 
our experienced team. We will be 
solutions focused and create joy 
by attending to the diverse needs 
of our clients and their brand.

We value accessibility and 
professionalism of a high and 
ethical standard. We also believe 
that dependability and flexibility are 
of great importance to achieving 
the best outcomes for you.

We aim to build long lasting 
relationships with you through 
empathic customer service. We aim 
to achieve exceptional end results 
every time by being attentive and 
focused on the small details. 

THE WHAT
TWF
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Strategy Fulfillment Design
• Activation Strategy

• Brand Strategy

• Event Strategy

• Location Scout

• Activation Concepts

• POS Design

• Display Design

• Retail Design

• Event Design

• Interior Architecture

• Graphic Design

• Photography

• Videography

• Project Management

• Production Management

• Local Manufacturing

• International Supplier Network

• Installation & Dismantle

• Logistics

• Talent Scout

SERVICES
TWF
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By far one of the most accurate and boldest 
statements to compliment a rebrand

 –   Scenic Head of Sales

WOW! Thank you for taking 
the time and initiative to put 
this together

 –   Roche Senior Brand Manager

The Wow Factor have been remarkable to work with. 
Brett’s creativeness, professionalism,efficiency and 
quality goes above and beyond

 –   Fresenius Kabi Marketing Director

Thanks for all of your hard work on 
our Expo’s. Looking forward to future 
projects with you

 –   NTI Marketing and Events Specialist

You and the team have done a fabulous job
 –   Qatar Airways Marketing Director

Thank you so much for all your hard work, 
and flexibility in making this happen
 –   American Airlines Marketing Director

Working with Brett and the team at 
The Wow Factor has been nothing 
short of amazing

 –   Contiki Marketing Director

Reputation is everything; 
that’s why when our 
clients say something 
nice, we like to share it. 

TESTIMONIALS
TWF
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We value the trust placed in us 
by some of Australia’s leading 
companies and take great 
pride in managing their brands 
when going to market. 

CLIENT 
LANDSCAPE

TWF
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Award-winning QATAR Airways confidently 
engaged the creative team at The WOW Factor 
to design and build a stand that unrivaled all 
others. The WOW Factor excelled, providing 
the five star airline with a display of the same 
calibre. Stylishly incorporating graphics and 
the QATAR Airways colour scheme, The WOW 
Factor produced an appealing glimpse into 
travel with this world class airline.   

–

Client • QATAR Airways
Project • Travel Expo
Stand Size • 6 X 3 Custom

QATAR AIRWAYS
5 STAR STYLE  
& FINISH
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A little piece of luxury was created with 
this elegant design for Scenic Luxury 
Cruises and Tours. Comfort and style were 
expertly combined to create a space that 
reflected these deluxe and personalised 
touring services. The WOW Factor team 
ensured that the journey started here with 
Scenic for travelers wishing to cruise the 
waterways of the world.  

–

Client • Scenic
Project • Various shows
Stand Size • 3 X 6 Custom

SCENIC
A LITTLE 
BIT OF LUXE
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Globus Medical trusted The WOW Factor 
to create a special platform to present their 
latest innovative technology, providing 
advanced care to patients with spinal 
injuries across Australia. Featuring eye-
catching overhead signage, brilliant lighting 
and informative brand focused visuals, this 
stand demanded attention.      

–

GLOBUS MEDICAL
CORPORATE 
SOPHISTICATION

Client • Globus Medical
Project • Various shows
Stand Size • 6 X 3 Custom
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This stand design certainly had the WOW 
factor that Contiki needed to share its 
latest range of unique, affordable and 
exciting travel deals. The team created the 
perfect meeting place for young travelers 
searching for their next group adventure. 

–

CONTIKI
YOUTHFUL
APPEAL 

Client • Contiki
Project • Travel Expo
Stand Size • 6 X 3 Custom
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Enticing intrepid travelers was this stand 
by The WOW Factor. Incorporating the 
right mix of digital, man-made and natural 
materials, this stand appealed to the next 
generation of socially conscious explorers 
and provided Intrepid with a space to 
connect with young travelers and share 
their exclusive options and deals.

–

INTREPID
NEXT GENERATION
ADVENTURES

Client • Intrepid
Project • Various
Stand Size • 6 X 3 Custom
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Progressive, unique and outstanding! The 
WOW Factor were there to highlight these 
key characteristics of Australia’s leading 
specialist insurer and product assistance 
company, NTI. Modern set design, careful 
brand and logo placement and striking 
features enticed consumers looking for 
excellence in service and delivery.  

–

NTI
STRIKING 
FEATURES

Client • NYI
Project • Truck show
Stand Size • 3 x 6 custom
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Embracing the innovativeness of Galderma 
is this striking design by The WOW Factor. 
Impressive geometric signage floating 
overhead and visually stunning free standing 
panels expertly divides the space into 
Galderma’s three business units. Beauty 
is more than skin deep with this fresh and 
thoughtfully executed design. 

–

GALDERMA
NATURAL 
BEAUTY

Client • Galderma
Project • Trade stand
Stand Size • Custom
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There was no better place to begin 
planning a European holiday than in 
The WOW Factor’s exquisite Patisserie 
Stand for Trafalgar. Among the 
baguettes and brochures, customers 
could relax and plan their European 
Trafalgar adventure. The WOW Factor 
lived up to its reputation of applying 
attention to detail, building this large 
stand that truly resembled an iconic 
piece of Europe. From flooring to 
lighting, this stand was exceptional. 

–

TRAFALGAR
EUROPEAN
FLAVOUR 

Client • Trafalgar
Project • Travel Expo
Stand Size • 9 X 3 Custom
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Featuring high quality, large-scale wall to 
wall imagery and impressive overhead 
joinery work, The WOW Factor pulled 
out all the stops with this stand for 
Truck Assist. It can be daunting when 
things go wrong on the vast open road, 
but The WOW Factor ensured that 
customers could relax and refreshed 
when they stopped to learn about Truck 
Assist’s expert roadside assistance and 
insurance services.  

–

TRUCK ASSIST
LARGER  
THAN LIFE

Client • Truck Assist
Project • Truck show
Stand Size • Custom
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Showcasing American Airlines’ world-class 
flight experience and brand new Boeing 787-9 
Dreamliner could only be trusted in the hands 
of a team with WOW Factor. Extra wall heights, 
airline inspired graphics and audio visuals 
brought to life the experience of flying American 
Airlines with state-of-the-art interiors, live TV 
streaming, WI-FI and hundreds of movies on-
demand at every seat.  

–

AMERICAN 
AIRLINES (AA)
DREAMING BIG 

Client • American Airlines
Project • Various
Stand Size • Various
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There is nothing ordinary about Viking 
Cruises or this design. Visually appealing 
and bold while incorporating intricate 
details, this attention seeking stand stood 
out among the rest. The WOW Factor used 
lighting, visuals and a modern set design 
to elegantly showcase Vikings destination-
focused cruises.  

–

VIKING CRUISES
BESPOKE &  
ELEGANT DETAIL 

Client • Viking Cruises 
Project • Travel Expo
Stand Size • 6 X 3 Custom
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The WOW Factor created a piece of 
idyllic magic for Peregrine with this 
design. Stunning landscape imagery 
and cool, relaxing tones immediately 
immersed clients into a new reality 
– travel with Peregrine. This visually 
stunning stand provided Peregrine with 
the perfect canvas for painting a picture 
of their premium travel adventures. 

–

PEREGRINE
IDYLLIC
LANDSCAPE 

Client • Peregrine
Project • Travel Expo
Stand Size • 3 X 3 Custom
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The future is here with this contemporary 
WOW Factor design for Sandvik. Extending 
over two levels using quality finishes and 
a stylish monochromatic colour scheme, 
the team has skilfully reflected Sandvik’s 
expertise in innovative machinery 
technologies and solutions. The WOW 
Factor has embraced Sandvik’s vision of 
setting the benchmark for others to follow, 
designing this dynamic platform for their 
products to be shared with the world.

–

SANDVIK
THE SKY
IS THE LIMIT

Client • Sandvik
Project • Trade stand
Stand Size • Custom
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Innovative design, elegance and 
practicality were weaved together to 
produce this fun, fresh space for the multi-
award winning company, Brother. The 
WOW Factor impressed with this bespoke 
design, creatively showcasing Brother’s 
quality home sewing machines. Brother’s 
‘customer first’ business approach 
aligned perfectly with The WOW Factor’s 
implementation of this stand. 

–

BROTHER
PRACTICAL
ELEGANCE 

Client • Brother
Project • Various
Stand Size • 9 X 3 Custom
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Each exquisitely appointed Uniworld river cruise 
ship is a work of art designed to be as unique as 
their guests and as inspiring as the destinations 
they visit. It makes sense that for several years now 
Uniworld has engaged The WOW Factor to design, 
produce and install their spaces to develop brand 
awareness and increase business all over Australia.

Creating a set for Uniworld required capturing 
the true essence of an award-winning, boutique 
cruise line. Creating a place to discuss the highest 
standards in luxury river cruising, showcasing 
offers and itineraries in spectacular destinations 
throughout Europe, Russia, Egypt and Asia.

–

UNIWORLD
BESPOKE 
ELEGANCE

Client • Uniworld
Project • Various
Stand Size • 6 X 3 Custom
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Club Med – where all inclusive, means all 
inclusive! The WOW Factor brought these 
words to life with the design and installation 
of this stand. With creative features and 
images appealing to the individuality of 
holiday makers, this fun and inclusive space 
was where a dream holiday with Club Med 
could become one step closer to reality.

–

CLUB MED
NEXT GENERATION
ADVENTURES

Client • Club Med
Project • Various
Stand Size • 3 X 3 Custom
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The WOW Factor team share a passion for 
creating custom brand space masterpieces and 
nurturing client relationships. 

With local people on the ground across Australia, 
our knowledge of venues, logistics and suppliers 
ensure each project is delivered without a hitch.  

The Wow Factor
Level 2, Suite 203, 117 Old Pittwater Road  
Brookvale NSW 2100 Australia

T.  0405 529 958  
E.  brett@the-wow-factor.com.au

www.the-wow-factor.com.au 

Whatever creative task 
you’re after, we’ll make 
sure it has The WOW 
Factor, every time.

SAY HELLO
TWF
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